







In 1879, a year after the liberation of Bulgaria, there were about 1200 houses in Burgas, a city with a population of 2490 
people. Then, the first Mayor advised citizens of Burgas to open more pubs and cafés to stimulate people’s fun. In medical 
terms, the Mayor just prescribed one of the best remedies – joie de vivre (enjoy life). The citizens followed  carefully the 
prescription and in 1888 there were 155 registered pubs at the disposal of 9 865 inhabitants, that was, a pub per 63-64 
people. On 28 August 1938, a remarkable event has been happened in Burgas: the Bulgarian minister of education has 
opened the restaurant “Morsko (sea) casino” - since then it became the “school” of choice in Burgas. For about 20 years 
(c. 1951–1970) my father managed excellently the Casino, the only restaurant in Burgas working until 2 AM, thus being 
a cherished  place of artists, poets and other Dionycian type people.  Recently, it was restored and on 26 March 2011 of-
ficially launched as Cultural Center “Morsko casino”, preserving the name because Burgas people are romantic in nature, 
and appreciate “Morsko casino” as a numen inest (there is a spirit here) of the city. 
Altogether, this sentimental retrospect motivated our decision to select the Cultural Center “Morsko casino” as the 
venue of the 3rd Third International Symposium on Adipobiology and Adipopharmacology (ISAA), 25–27 October 2012. 
It is our pleasure to welcome all of you to Burgas. Scientists expressing very high BMI (brain mass index) are here to pre-
sent their state-of-the-science (SOS) lectures. These SOS will be exciting lessons for medical students and young scientists 
and physicians in the expanding field of adipobiology and adipopharmacology in health and disease.
Salutationem Vobis Facio in Burgas (Greetings to everybody in Burgas)!
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